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CATION DISORDER IN HIGH-DOSE, NEUTRON-IRRADIATED SPINEL - K. E. Sickafus,
A. C. Larson, N. Yu, M. Nastasi (Los Alamos National Laboratory); G.W. Hollenberg and F. A.
Garner (Pacific Northwest Laboratory); R. C. Bradt (University of Nevada-Reno).

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to determine whether MgAI20 4 spinel is a suitable ceramic for
fusion applications.

SUMMARY

The crystal structures of MgAI20 4 spinel single crystals irradiated to high neutron fluences [> 5"1026

n/m 2 (En>0.1 MeV)] were examined by neutron diffraction. Crystal structure refinement of the
highest dose sample indicated that the average scattering strength of the tetrahedral crystal sites
decreased by -20% while increasing by -8% on octahedral sites. Since the neutron scattering lenKth
for Mg is considerably larger than for A1, this result is consistent with site exchange between Mgz+
ions on tetrahedral sites and AI3+ ions on octahedral sites. Least-squares refinements also indicated
that, in all irradiated samples, at least 35% of Mg2. and AI3. ions in the crystal experienced
disordering replacements. This retained dpa on the cation sublattices is the largest retained damage
ever measured in an irradiated spinel material.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Many studies of neutron irradiation-induced damage in spinel have indicated that spinel is a highly
radiation-resistant ceramic. 1"9Of the mechanisms underlying spinel's radiation resistance, it is known
that the vast majority of point defects generated during irradiation annihilate harmlessly by interstitial-
vacancy recombination rather than condensing into defect aggregates such as dislocation loops and

,/voids. l0 So, the instantaneous displacement damage in spinel, quantified in terms of displacements per
atom or dpa, far exceeds the net or retained displacement damage. In fact, electron microscopy
observations indicate that, for total neutron doses ranging from 0.1 - 20 dpa, (a) dislocation loops
accommodate only 0.002 - 0.09% of the total d.painduced during an irradiation (depending on neutron
fluence and irradiation temperature). 11'14 By contrast, in ceramics more susceptible to radiation
damage such as MgO or AI20 3, > 0.1% of the total displacements are stabilized in defect aggregates

(a) In this report, total dpa is estimated based on published or calculated neutron fluences and
assuming an equivalence of 1 dpa per 1025n/m 2, En > 0.1 MeV. This estimation factor is within
10% of the total dpa calculated using the neutron radiation damage codes SPECOMP &
SPECTER 11'12for irradiations of the compound alumina (A1203) in typical fission reactor in-core
positions, assuming threshold displacement energies EdAI = 27 eV; E_ = 30 eV.13 Calculations
were made for the HFIR, FFTF, and EBR-II reactors, based on available dosimetry data [ibid.].
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at similar neutron doses, and vacancy retention can be as high as a few percent. 3 The question raised
in the study presented here is this: Is all of the instantaneous dpa in spinel truly lost, or is some of
this dpa hidden in disorder on the cation sublattices?

Cation disorder in spinel is defined in terms of the degree of inversion of the cation sublattices. In
"normal" spinel, large Mg2+ ions occupy tetrahedral (A) interstices between oxygen ions, while the
smaller trivalent AI_+ ions lie in octahedral (B) interstices. Ionic radii for magnesium aluminate ions,
obtained from Shannon and Prewitt, 15 are shown in Table 1. In an "inverse" spinel, the A-sites
accommodate only the Ai3+ ions, while the B-sites are occupied by Mgz : and A13+ions in equal
proportions. The general formula for spinel is given by

i = 0 - normal spinel

(Mgl2_;AI?.)A_ • 2", 3",Bvi (1)[Mg i ml2_i] 2 0 4 " 2/3 -- random cation arrangement

1 - inverse spinel

Table 1. Ionic radii for tetrahedrally (/V) - coordinated AI3+, Mg2+, and O2"ions and octahedrally
(V0 - coordinated AI 3+ and Mg2+ ions.

r/V r/V r/V rV/ rV/

AI3+ Mg2. 0 2- AI3+ Mg2+

0.039 nm 0.049 nan 0.138 nm 0.053 nan 0.072 nm

The quantity in parentheses represents the average occupancy ofA-sites (coordination/V), while the
quantity in brackets represents the average occupancy of B-sites (coordination V/). The variable i is
the so-called mverston parameter, which specifies the fraction of trivalent aluminum ions that occupy
A-sites. Naturally grown magnesium aluminate spinels exhibit approximately the normal spinel
structure, so that i - 0; the same samples annealed at elevated temperature for a few minutes suffer
cation inversion as high as i = 0.3.16 It has been demonstrated that synthetic magnesium aluminate
is always partly inverse (e.g., ref. 17); inversion values from about 0.1 - 0.6 have been observed, the
latter representing a nearly random cation arrangement. 18'19

The goal of the experiments described here is to use neutron diffraction to determine the extent of
neutron-induced cation disorder in MgAI20 @via meas),rement of the inversion parameter before and
after irradiation. Neutron diffraction is superior to X-ray diffraction for disorder measurements in
magnesium aluminate became the neutron scattering length (and likewise the cross-section) for a Mg
nucleus is sufficiently greater than that of AI, so that their site-occupancies may be distinguished.2°
The X-ray scattering factors for Mg2+ and AI3+ are too similar to reveal site-occupancy distinctions
by X-ray diffraction. Evidence will be presented here for significant accommodation of cation disorder
in high dose, neutron irradiated spinel crystals. Specifically, neutron scattering data revealed the
highest retained dpa (-40% on the cation sublattices) ever measured in spinel with little observed
degradation in mechanical properties. 21
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Experimenta! Procedure

Spinel single crystals with formula MgO° x AI20 3 , where x is nearly 1, were obtained from Union
Carbide Corporation, San Diego, CA, USA. Details of the crystal purity are given elsewhere. 22 The
crystals were cut into cylindrical pellets from transparent, 2-cm long boules, with [001] growth
direction. The pellets were approximately 4.8 mm in diameter and 2 - 3 mm in height. Samples
were irradiated in the Materials Open Test Facility (MOTA) of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF).
The nominal irradiation conditions experienced by the pellets in the FFTF reactor were 24.9o1026
n/m 2 En>0.1 MeV) at 658K (249 dpa); 5.3.1026n/m 2 at 678K (53 dpa); and 5.6o1026n/m 2 at 1023K
(56 dpa). One pellet was not irradiated but stored under ambient conditions as a control sample.

Irradiated crystals were analyzed using the single-crystal diffractometer (SCD) at the Manuel Lujan,
Jr. Neutron Scattering Center (LANSCE), Los Alamos National Laboratory. The x-y position and
time-of-flight (TOF) (the time from the generation of the neutron to detection) are recorded for every
neutron detected. The TOF defines the neutron velocity and is directly proportional to its wavelength.
The design of the SCD allows for collection of a volume of reciprocal space at each setting of the
crystal, in the form of a "histogram." Four histograms were collected to cover the desired portion of
reciprocal space, the unique region, h __.k >__l >_ 0, from each of the samples. The data were
collected at - 299 K.

The data reduction and structure refinement were carried out using the diffraction code GSAS
(General Structure Analysis System23). The initial values for the atomic positions input into the crystal
structure ref'mement using GSAS were obtained from Wycoff.24 In defining atomic coordinates, two
choices for unit cell origin are available in the space group for spinel: the inversion center :_n or the

center ,¢3m, a translation of __ _ from center _n. In either case, 24 cations per unit cell are

distributed over the equipoints 8(a) and 16(d) (Wycoff's notation), while 32 oxygen anions occupy the
equipoint 32(e). In the case of 32(e), the fractional coordinates x, y, and z along the cube axes of the
unit cell are the same. They are represented by u, the so-called oxygen parameter. The significance
of u will be discussed later.

During the structure refinement, atomic positions, temperature and occupancy factors, extinction, and
,d"mdividualhistogram scale factors are varied in a least-squares procedure. Refinement proceeds until

calculated reciprocal-space intensities, based on the structure model, best match observed intensities.
Because neutrons are scattered from atomic nuclei, which act as point scatterers, the scattering length
o.fan atom does not vary with d-spacing. Thus, the scattering length for a site is the weighted linear
sum of the scattering lengths of the atoms occupying that site.

The model structure was tested for convergence using the following unweighted and weighted
definitions for the residual index:z5

= (b) (2)
_Fjo (a) R.= EWjFj 2oJ J
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where F,o and Fjc are proportional to the observed and calculated scattering factors at reciprocal-space1

position j, respectwely; wiis the weight assigned to the intensity at position j, equal to the inverse of
the counting error (i.e., the square root of the observed intensity) at position j.

Result_

1. Scattering Power and Cation Inversion.

Table 2 shows the results of the crystal structure refinements, based on the neutron diffraction data
obtained from mairradiated and irradiated spinel samples. The only constraint in these refinements
is that oxygen sites are fully occupied by oxygen anions. Normalized, average scattering powers are
shown forA- and B-site cations and for oxygen anion sites. Also indicated in Table 2 are the residual
indices from the crystal structure refinement for each sample. The A-site (8(a)) scattering power,.fA

is normalized by thecoherent neutron scattering length for magnesium, bMg = 5.375 fro. Similarly,
the scattering power fB for the B-site (16(b)) is normalized by bAt = 3.449 fm, while fo for the oxygen-
site (32(e)) is normalized by bo = 5.805 fro. Coherent neutron scattering lengths (which are
analogous to the atomic form factors f in X-ray scattering) were obtained from Koester et al. 26

Table 2. Scattering power of tetrahedral and octahedral cation sites, and oxygen anion lattice sites,
in tmirradiated and neutron irradiated spinel crystals. Also tabulated are the residual
indices from the crystal structure refinement for each crystal.

Scattering Power (normalized) Residual Index

?.
Sample A-Site 8(a) B-Site 16(d) O-Site 32(e) R Rw

Unirradiated 0.862 1.001 1.000 0.076 0.065

56 dpa/1023 K 0.765 1.167 1.000 0.095 0.099

,,/ 53 dpa/678 K 0.756 1.123 1.000 0.112 0.103
249 dpa/658 K 0.687 1.086 1.000 0.107 0.096

It'is readily apparent in Table 2 that the scattering powers of both A- and B- cation sites in spinel are
changed following neutron irradiation. It is observed that the average scattering power of an A-site
diminishes following irradiation, while the scattering power of a B-site increases. Since the scattering
length for Mg is much larger than for AI, these results suggest that the higher scattering power Mg
atoms are replaced by AI atoms on A-sites and vice versa on B-sites, during neutron irradiation.

To determine the extent of inversion in each crystal, an additional constrained least-squares refinement
procedure was performed. The initial condition for this refinement procedure was a normal spinel
lattice. The refinement required that (i) all A and B sites be occupied by a Mg or AI atom; (ii)
occupancy of an A-site by an AI atom required simultaneous occupancy of a B-site by a Mg ion; (iii)
the AI:Mg atom ratio in the crystal was fixed at 2:1. A summary of the results is presented in Table 3.
Fig. 1 shows schematically the inversion parameter results; here, i is seen to increase from i -- 0.24 in
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Table 3. Least-squares refinement results for inversion parameter, oxygen parameter, and residual
indices for unirradiated and neutron irradiated spinel single crystals.

Inversion Residual

Sample Parameter (i) Oxygen Parameter (u) Index

3rn 43m R R w

Unirradiated .237 -+ .020 .237371 _ .000049 .387629 _ .000049 0.074 0.066

56 dpa/1023 K .644 __ .016 .241627 +_ .000049 .383373 +_ .000049 0.093 0.072

53 dpa/678 K .592 -+ .026 .241924 _.+.000077 .383076 _+ .000077 0.115 0.092

249 dpa/658 K .692 +-..026 .241845 _+..000073 .383155 +- .000073 0.109 0.099

' ' ' I ...... t '! .... '

249 dpa1658K

1 i "
i :

.s :_

56 dpa/1023 K = I--Ii,_-Z=

, :

Unirradlated s._ I i
!

]-, .• L I I_ J " I I I I I I m..mI I,., I I I

0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0

lnverslon Parameter (0

Fig. 1. Plot of the cation inversion parameter i for unirradiated and irradiated spinel single crystals,
as determined from least-squares structure refinements of neutron diffraction data.

the unirradiated sample to inversion values ranging from 0.59 to 0.69 in the neutron irradiated samples.
In fact i -- 0.69 for the highest fluence sample (249 dpa) exceeds the value of i pertaining to
randomized cation sublattices (/= 0.67).
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These results suggest that in all neutron irradiated spinel samples, at least 35% of the A-sites (or
equivalently, - 17% of the B-sites) in the irradiated spinel crystals have experienced AI3+ for Mg2+
disordering replacements. This retained dpa on the cation sublattices is the largest retained dpa ever
measured in an irradiated spinel material (as discussed earlier, only 0.002 - 0.09% of the instantaneous
dpa has ever been observed in the microstructure of irradiated spinel).

2. The Oxygen Parameter

Additional, indirect evidence for cation disorder in irradiated spinel crystals is obtained from determi-
nation of the oxygen parameter, u, in the crystal structure refinement. The following discussion refers
to the schematic diagram in Fig. 2. Here are shown two interpenetrating tetrahedra that make up the
basic structural unit in the spinel crystal lattice. One tetrahedron consists of an A-site cation
coordinated by four oxygen anions. The second tetrahedron consists of an oxygen anion, coordinated
by one A-site and three B-site cations.

I

,¢

a° • A site cation
8

'Idealized CCP' Spinel 0 Bsitecation

, .

Oxygen anion

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the fundamental structural utfit in spinel: two interpenetrating tetra-
hedra. One tetrahedron consists of an A-site cation coordinated by four oxygen anions. The second
tetrahedron consists of an oxygen anion, coordinated by one A-site and three B-site cations. All ions
are drawn smaller than their actual radii. B-site cations are drawn slightly larger than their A-site
counterparts, as in Fig. 1. Also shown is the Oxygen - to -A-site bond length for a "perfect cubic
close-packed" anion sublattice.
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The oxygen parameter arises because, in real spinel crystals, the oxygen lattice is not "idealized CCP
(cubic close-packed)." This is attributable in part to the fact that each divalent cation (Mg 2+) in the
lattice is too large to fit into one of the comparatively small tetrahedral A interstices; consequently the
surrounding 0 2- ions expand outwards by equal displacements along the body diagonals of the cube.
If this dilatation did not take place, the bond length between an O 2- anion and an A-site cation would

be precisely 1/8 of the body-diagonal of the unit cell, i.e., 0.125 • 4"3 ao, where a o is the lattice

parameter. In crffstal structure refinements of MgAI204, a significant oxygen dilatation is always
observed (Wycoff_). This dilatation is usually reported in terms of the oxygen parameter, u: u is the
fraction of the cubic unit ceil edge def'ming the position of the oxygen ion at fractional coordinates u,
u, u. For idealized CCP oxygen packing, u = 0.375 for unit ceil origin at 43m; u -- 0.250 for unit cell

origin at 3m. Wycoff 24 reports u(,_3m) = 0.387 or u(_n) = 0.262 for natural MgAl20 4. This
represents an O-to-A-site bond length of 0.137. 4"3 ao. In the crystal structure refinements for the
unirradiated spinel samples in this study, similar values were obtained: u(43m) = 0.3876 or u(3m) =
0.2626; O-to-A-site bond length = 0.1376- 4"3 a o.

Now, consider the case in which a divalent Mg2 + ion exchanges places with a trivalent AI 3 + ion. This

positions a much smaller cation in theA interstice than before (rTiV3+ = 0.039 nm; r/_lzV2+= 0.049 nm;
Table 1). This, in turn, should relax the dilatation previously imposed on the surrounffmg oxygen ions.
If, by irradiation for instance, one induces a significant number of Mg 2+/Al 3+ site exchanges within
the crystal lattice, the O-to-A-site bond length should relax toward the idealized CCP val le of 0.125.
4"3 aO. This is precisely what is found in the neutron irradiated samples. Fig. 3 shows crystal structure

refinement results for the O-to-A-site bond length and the oxygen parameter u for all of the spinel
crystals measured in this study. It is clear that the O-to-A-site bond length and u shift toward their
idealized CCP values after neutron exposure. Also, changes in these parameters apparently saturate
with neutron fluence. For instance, both the 53 and 249 dpa samples irradiated at -670K show the

same value for the O-to-A-site bond length (0.1330o 4"3 no). These results indicate, in accordance
with the scattering power results presented earlier, that Mg2+ ions increasingly occupy B-sites and
Al3+ ions increasingly occupy A-sites as irradiation progresses.

3. Interstitial Sites

Some evidence was found for occupied interstitial sites in the irradiated spinel single crystals. This
,/Was determined by examining Fourier transform difference maps of the neutron diffraction data. Four

such maps are shown in Fig. 4, where the unirradiated sample (Figs. 4a and 4c) is compared to the

53 dpa/678 K neutron irradiated sample (Figs. 4b and 4d). These maps are equivalent to a display
of the difference between IF. I and IF. I at each reciprocal lattice poition j Contours in these maps- - JO jc ....

represent real-space regions of nuclear densi(y (i.e., neutron scattering length) which produce scattered
intensity in the observed diffraction pattern that is not accounted for in the calculated or model
structttre factor. In Fig. 4, the model structure factors are obtained from the unconstrained least-

squares refinement presented earlier. The maps in Fig. 4 represent slices along the < 111 > crystallo-

graphic axis. The center of Figs. 4a and 4b is at unit cell fractional coordinates 3/24, 3/24, 3/24,
relative to a :_m origin. The center of Figs. 4c and 4d is at unit cell fractional coordinates 5/24, 5/24,
5/24, relative to a _ origin. (a) These layers are special because in an idealized spinel structure,
they are empty interstitial layers. No atoms should be located in these planes.

(a) A different convention for the occupation of equipoints by cations is used in Fig. 4 than described
earlier. Cations here are distributed over equipoints 8(b) and 16(c) rather than 8(a) and 16(d).



Oxygen Parameter (u) (43m)

0.370 0.375 0.380 0.385 0.390
I I'" I t I ! I I • I I i i I I 1

'idealized CCP'Spinel

249 dpa/658 K

53 dpa/678 K

I
56 dpa/1023 K

, ,,,,

,,,,

Unirradlatad
......

I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I ! I !

0.120 0.125 0.130 0.135 0.140

Oxygen to A-site Bond Length (units of 1/3 ao)

Fig. 3. Histogram showing the Oxygen to A-site bond length and oxygen parameter u (for the 43m
origin) for unh'radiated and irradiated spinel single crystals. Values were determined from the crystal
structure refinement using GSAS. Also shown is the Oxygen-to-A-site bond length and u for an
"idealized cubic close-packed" anion sublattice.

In the case of the unirradiated sample, almost no neutron scattering length is present in the Fourier
difference maps of Fig. 4, at least in terms of a statistically appreciable quantity. However, in the irra-

,/ diated sample, regions are observed where statistically significant nuclear densities reside. These are

indicated by arrows in Figs. 4b and 4d. The symmetry of these locations in the maps is highly
suggestive of at least partial occupancy of these interstitial sites by cations following irradiation. Work

. is inprogress to quantify the retained dpa at these sites• Fourier difference maps were also obtained
from other layers along < 111 > that contain cations in some, but not all, cation interstitial sites for a
given layer. Evidence was also found for the partial occupation of interstitial sites following neutron
irradiation. However, this effect is easiest to see in the completely vacant layers, as demonstrated in
Fig. 4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, it was found by neutron diffraction that the average scattering power of an occupied,
tetrahedral (,4) site diminished by -20% while increasing by -8% on octahedral (B) sites at the
highest neutron fluence investigated (-250 dpa). By least-squares ref'mement of the diffraction
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Fig. 4. Fourier transform differencemaps of the neutron diffractiondata for the unirradiated sample
(a,c)compared to the 53dpa/678 K neutron-irradiatedsample (b,d). Maps represent real spacesSces
along the <111> crystallographicaxis. The dimensions of each map are 0.6 nm by 0.6 nm. The
center of (a) and of Co)is at unit cell fractional coordinates3/24, 3/24, 3/24, relativeto a+m origin.
The center of (c) and of (d) is at unit ceUfractional coordinates 5/24, 5/24, 5/24, relative to a +m
origin. See text for discussion.



data, the inversion parameter, i, was found to increase from i-0.24 (unirradiated) to i-0.6 to 0.7, in
the neutron-irradiated samples (> 50 dpa). From these measurements, it is estimated that -35% of
the cation sites have experienced Mg2+ for AI3+ or Al3+ for Mg2+ ion exchange. This retained dpa
on the cation sublattices is the largest retained dpa ever measured in an irradiated spinel material
(only 0.002 - 0.09% of the instantaneous dpa has ever been observed in irradiated spinel crystal
microstructure). Measurements of O-to-A-site bond length and the oxygen parameter u provide
additional indirect evidence for cation disorder in irradiated samples. Also, the latter measurements
indicate that, upon neutron exposure in excess of -50 dpa, cation disorder effects are saturated (for
irradiations at -670K). The cation disorder measured in this study likely represents the majority of
the retained damage in irradiated spinel.

The results cited here indicate that interstitial-vacancyrecombination is a highly efficient point defect
annihilation mechanism in spinel, even when it leads to disorder on the cation sublatticesof the crystal.
Due to the high efficiency of interstitial-vacancyrecombination, the condensation of point defects into
aggregates such as dislocation loops and voids is of little consequence in irradiated spinel. The ability
of spinel to accept cation sublattice disorder suggests that additional radiation-resistant ceramics may
be found in multicomponent oxides where cation disorder is easily accommodated.
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Expected Achievements in the Next Reporting Period

This segment of the work is complete.
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